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The existing curriculum on guitar scales is inadequate for teaching guitarists the skills they really
need. What is needed is a clear and simple method of learning one scale in all positions, and of
learning all scales in one position. Guitarists need to be able to call up any scale to their
fingertips instantaneously regardless of key, mode, string, or position and they need to be able
to do so without memorizing hundreds of pages of diagrams. Fortunately, this is not only
possible, but it is also incredibly simple. This booklet will teach you how.
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BigD, “This book profoundly changed my understanding of both guitar and music.. To prove to a
friend that you can't judge a book by it's cover, out of the dozens of guitar books I possess on
Kindle, I asked her to pick the best one.She picked the "For Dummies" book instead of "Building
Better Guitar Scales", so I'd proven my point.These other books covered the limbs, branches
and even the twigs and leaves of music/fretboard theory but this little book offered up the tap
root itself.Because of it I was finally able to arrange the most basic elements into their
descending order of primacy, the String, the Scale and the Instrument.The perfect string can
contain any note, in any scale, on any instrument. Every non-string musical instrument is just a
crude approximation of the string.This understanding combined with "CAGED Theory", which
projects the string unto the unique tuning of the guitar, I developed a "Musical Arithmetic" which
is applicable to any music in any scale that can be played on a string, i.e. all music.This is a
powerful little book.”

Mike, “Basic 3 note per string major scale, explained well. This is the basic 3 note per string
major scale, so not a new concept at all. However, it is explained in a very good way and is easy
to understand. You are presented with a few simple rules to follow so that you don’t need to
memorize each of the 7 different patterns. Just remember the rules and apply them as you go. I
found it quite helpful how the rules were defined and explained. But in the end, is the 3 note per
string scale right for you?? Hmmm, idk. Not sure it’s right for me because I find the 5 fret spread
of pattern X to be a bit awkward.”

Exwag, “Minor miracle.. I have to echo the positive reviews here. I'm a self-taught guitar player
and play by ear. This is good in some ways but bad in others--to wit, I never really learned scales
until fairly recently, after age 40. I could memorize a few patterns but I only really knew them from
one starting position. This tiny book (it's only 11 pages) is kind of miraculous, because it defines
scales by different combinations of 3 simple one-string patterns that are combined across the
strings to make a major scale, minor scale or major and minor modes.Once you learn the pattern
(e.g., XXYYZZ, meaning X on strings 6 and 5, Y on 4 and 3, etc) and remember to move up one
fret on string 2 (the B) every time, you're done, and you can start in ANY position (for example,
start at an A on fifth fret, sixth string OR start seventh fret, fourth string) and the pattern is exactly
the same--which is not true if you are memorizing the whole fretboard pattern common to other
methods.It may not make sense as I explain it but it will if you pay 99 cents for this minor miracle.
I don't know if it will help you but all I can say is, it helped me more than 5 other books of 100
pages plus. You have very little to lose.”

Ghost, “WOW! Only 99 cents for a gold mine!. I bought my first guitar, an acoustic red label
"Nippon Gakki" Yamaha FG-180 along with an original Yamaha hard case in 1970. In 43 years of
ownership it has been the one thing I never considered letting go of, even though there have



been spans of 20 years where I never touched it...not even once. I never felt that it had been
fairly treated because as a neophyte, uninspired, crappy guitarist, I was incapable of exploring
its potential. Recently though, I offered it to an accomplished guitarist who gave it the voice I
never could, and in that space in time I realized what a truly wonderful instrument it is.Okay, fast
forward one year later and I am still a crappy guitarist but I am now on a serious mission to make
up for lost time. I purchased this short, instructional offering in the hope that it might help me gain
some knowledge where building scales is concerned, and I gotta say, Holy ----!, this little
pamphlet put it all in perspective...it was like somebody turned on a light and by God, I got it.You
know, you can buy a lottery ticket for a buck and have an infinitesimal chance of winning or you
can spend that same buck and buy a guaranteed winner. My thanks to the author for making the
answers to my questions jump out at me like gold nuggets in an undiscovered stream. Perhaps
I'll make this old Yamaha sing for me yet.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Don't Waste Your Time on Other Scale Books. I've been playing guitar for a
couple of decades and never learned modes due to so much confusion. I've read at least a
handful of books on theory and visited about another dozen youtube videos and other sites
where the fog of confusion never lifted even a little bit. After reading this little book twice and
doing the examples, it finally made sense!! I am so appreciative of this author who removed the
mystery and what seemed like advanced math from the study of modes. I memorized the easy
patterns and was playing in all modes thirty minutes later.”

Shopper 397, “Eye opening. This is an eye opening book! I’ve picked up the guitar again after
many years and was determined to do it properly this time. I wanted to not just memorize more
songs, but I wanted to really learn scales and theory to improve my improvisation and writing.
However, I kept thinking that there has to be a better way than memorizing many, many scale
patterns! This book allows me to do exactly that: I learned one method that allows me to play
scales anywhere on the neck. It is truly eye opening and is allowing me to have a huge jump in
my ability and understanding of the guitar neck.If there is any knock on this book it is that it’s
extremely brief. Still, is it invaluable and I’m recommending it to all my guitar-learning friends.”

Paül Slïxx, “A very very useful system. This is very good I would recommend it to early or late
intermediate. The system itself is easy enough for beginners to comprehend though, I already
had a basic grasp of it and used this to fill in the gaps. The charts and x y z explanation are
invaluable . A guy called trey Xavier is using this system , but the course price is £49 . This
example we are reading is superb value for money and once digested WILL give you a thorough
command of the fretboard. The basics of it are enough pick up straight away , and using the
charts you should quickly progress.It would be good to practice using the cycle of 4th’s or like
the author says each different scale or mode . Some bits can be a bit tricky to grasp, like how to
utilise it to play a mode starting on a different scale interval, but persistence and general use of



the other part should eventually contribute to more understanding.All in all a solid learning
proposition, I don’t like to keep saying system as it is just the natural laws of how musical scales
are laid out, and system sounds like an instant fulfilment cheat, but it is a solid way to map the
fretboard in a musical way, and when complimented by a basic knowledge of theory, should
prove to be an outstanding contribution to learning how to express oneself on the fretboard of
the guitar.”

Bernadette B., “Excelllent little book on guitar scales. This booklet is everything it claims to be. It
is very clearly laid out and explained and the whole concept of it is brilliant. It teaches how to
work out scales for yourself using three simple patterns. These patterns are contained in all
books on scales; what is so clever here is how the author has demonstrated how the patterns
relate to each other; this enables you to play the scales anywhere on the neck without learning
them as separate entities. He explains it far better than I can do justice to. Buy the book, it
would be worth paying a lot more money for than the 20p Kindle ask for it.”

captain numpty, “A neat solution to a single problem. This book neatly packages up a simple
method of learning your way around the fretboard. I found it useful as it put together some ideas I
had already had but did not link together. This book solved that.People have complained that it
doesn't solve all their issues, and sure it won't. But its a handy 70 page book for very little money
so this sounds churlish to me.If you have a problem with finding your way around the fret board
then buy it. You will find it useful.PS Note to author. It would have been a better book if it
considered decending scales as well as ascending ones - having the root note under your first
pinkie is less usefull that with it under your second or third (IMHO). But don't let that put off
anyone from buying it. Its simple to apply the principles of the book to fill in the gaps yourself.”

a.k., “Fantastic and mysterious. Such a remarkable book. It's like stumbling into a secret club.
I've looked for other resources that mention the system in this book but no one else does it in
this exact manner. Amazing. Truly amazing. I learnt the shapes in about a week.”

Cully, “Different. Interesting variation on the scale boxes and shapes. It's only about 20 pages so
don't expect a long complicated book, it works well and you do look differently at things so, give
it a go.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 338 people have provided feedback.
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